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Abstract: We report- a software defined platform is used to sniff, decode and decrypt GSM signals. A RTL-SDR [8]
along with GR-GSM and Wireshark is used to decrypt GSM signals. This approach eliminates the need of GPUs and also
provides us decoded GSM signals in real time. In addition, this approach enabling applications in telecommunication to
monitor GSM signals in real time also useful for military purposes. This approach is discussed on the basis of experimental
results.
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I.

install GQRX. After installation and connecting our
RTL-SDR to the virtual machine, Fig 3 GQRX was used.
We adjusted the frequency in the upper bar and checked
if we can catch any downlink frequencies frequency
which showed in the window below. The darker the color
in the below window the stronger the downlink channel.

INTRODUCTION

The decryption of GSM signals is becoming increasingly
important for defense and security applications.
Moreover, the GSM is used by nearly 4.9 billion people
[1] their privacy is real concern.
Traditionally the decryption is done by highly expensive
hardware and also this process was time consuming as
well as hit rate was very low. First known attack on GSM
was launched back in 2003 [2].
An alternative approach to decrypt GSM signals with the
help of RTL-SDR dongle and by using open source
software has been discussed.
A5/1 is the encryption [3] type which is used commonly
to encrypt the data packages sent our mobile phones.A5/1
is a stream cipher algorithm which uses three LFSR
(Linear Feedback Shift Registers) to encode the data.

II. OUR WORK
Pre-Requisites:
To start GSM sniffing and decoding there were some prerequisite hardware and software requirements we needed
to fulfill. The hardware requirements were a personal
computer, a RTL-SDR dongle with antenna, a USB cable
and a mobile phone with active network.The software
requirements were Linux based virtual machine, GRGSM, Wire Shark & GNU Radio [4]-[6].
Process:
To start with the process of sniffing it was required to
make a change in the settings of the mobile we are using
i.e. change network setting to ‘only 2G’.
Next step was to identify the downlink channels our
mobile is using to receive data. There were two methods
which we could have used for that, one is the hit and trail
method using software called GQRX, Fig 1 and second
is using a website [7]in which we use the
ARFCN(Absolute
Radio
Frequency
Channel
Number) from our mobile phone to find the downlink
frequency, Fig 2. For further process we required the
access to virtual machine I mentioned earlier. The virtual
machine we used was KALI LINUX 32-BIT. First thing
required after installing and setting up KALI was to

Fig. 1 GQRX Method

Fig. 2 Website Method
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AT-commands, which could be used extract the TMSI
and KC [4]. For that a small program called USBswitcher
was used which switches the USB’s (i.e. our mobile)
configuration that allowed us to use the mobile as modem
(using ttyl command). It is very dangerous to play with
the device as modem as we may brake our sim cards but
if we know what command to use specifically we can
extract the TMSI and KC.
While accessing the modem we usedthe commands
“AT+CRSM=176.28448.0.0.9” to get KC and
“AT+CRSM=176.28543.0.0.1” to get TMSI, Fig 5.
These values of TMSI and KC are temporary and may
change with change in channel or with different type of
data (new call or sms). So after each sms or phone call it
is necessary to check the TMSI and KC to see if they had
changed or remained the same. To decrypt only the first
four characters of TMSI are required whereas we require
the whole KC except the last two characters so we would
remove them.

Fig. 2.1 Hardware Set up
The next step was to install the GR-GSM, available on
the internet, on the virtual machine. The easy install
guide was available on the website which we used to
install all the packages required. [6]
After installation, GR-GSM was used with WireShark
to sniff out GSM data packages from air and decode
them [7]. To do this we opened WireShark and selected
loop back and clicked start. We then entered the
command ‘gr-gsm_Livemon’ which opened the live
monitoring of GSM signals in the air. All we had to do
then was to select the downlink frequency we know and
we started catching data packages which were shown in
WireShark, as shown in fig 3 and 4

Fig. 5 KC and TMSI
Decrypt SMS:
Before initializing the sms decryption process it was
made sure that the mobile was working as a modem and
also the current TMSI and KC were extracted and noted
down.
The command of ‘grgsm_capture.py’ was used to
capture the sms package being sent to our mobile. This
command is also required to give additional values with
the command. In those additional value ‘g’ is the gain (or
amplification of the signal), ‘a’ is the channel our mobile
is using, ‘s’ is sample rate, ‘c’ is the destination file where
the data will be saved and ‘T’ is the time period of
sampling in seconds.
After the file was captured, ‘grgsm_decode’
command was used with WireShark (in loopback mode)
first time without the key to identify the
encryption(whether A5/1 or A5/3), mode and
timeslotused. It is necessary to recheck TMSI and KC as
they may have changed from their previous values. In
WireShark TMSI was used to identify the packages that
were sent to our device. Decode command was used
second time with the key to decrypt the sms we have sent,
Fig 6. Shows The decrypted sms was shown in
WireShark window. ‘grgsm_decode’ command required
‘a’ and ‘s’ are same, ‘c’ is now the source file, ‘m’ is the
mode of communication being used by our mobile (it is

Fig 3. GR-GSM sniffing GSM Data

Fig 4. WireShark has showing decoded GSM Data.
The packages caught using this method were of multiple
types and provided different valuable information such as
the area code, the channel used etc.
For the next step we connected our mobile phone to
the computer and connected it with our virtual machine.
Although our mobile was in MTP (media transfer
protocol) mode, we used ‘lsusb –v|less’ command to get
additional information. In that information it was found
that our device can work as abstract modem and support
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default for all), ‘t’ is the time slot, ‘e’ is the encryption
and ‘k’ is the KC.

Fig. 9 Hopping Channels
Fig. 6 Decrypted sms.

However if the Channel Hopping was off it will be
much simpler to decode it and will be almost same as sms
decryption. To do that capture command will be used to
capture data on the particular channel (as channel
hopping is off) and then decode command on the
captured file will be used. First time decode command
will be used without the key to identify the encryption
type, the mode and the time slot. Then we will use the
decode command again with the key and all that
information we got and create an output file with
extension ‘.au.gsm’. This will be the audio file of our call
and that’s how the call will be decrypted, Fig 8.
Flow chart for voice decryption has shown in Fig 9

Fig 7 is a flowchart of the whole process to make it
easier to understand (naturally since we can only see the
downlink this shows only what happens on the
downlink):

Fig. 8 Audio file of our Call

Fig 7 Flowchart for decryption of SMS
Decrypt call:
To decrypt the call, the method is pretty much the
same as decrypting a sms but there are some limitations.
Similar to the decrypting a sms it was necessary to first
find TMSI and KC, then we used the similar
grgsm_capture command to capture the data packets and
save them into a destination file and then decode that file
using grgsm_decode command. However when we
looked at the packages that were caught, it was found that
‘channel hopping’ was on. Channel Hopping means that
our data was received through multiple channels by
switching between them during the call. So to receive the
whole data package now, it was required to capture data
multiple frequencies. This is where the limitation comes
because RTL SDR [8] can capture the maximum
bandwidth of 2.4 MHz or 3.2 MHz (with probable
package loss). So if the bandwidth of channel hopping
used by our mobile is higher than this it is not possible to
decipher the whole call unless a more powerful device is
used.

Fig 9 Flowchart for voice decryption

III. CONCLUSION
Concluding our work here, we can say that we were
successful in using the RTL-SDR to sniff and decode the
GSM data off the air. However there were some
limitations such as Channel hopping during the phone
calls which caused hindrance in the decoding process.
The software we required were easily available and did
not cause any issues while working. However a sound
knowledge of working in a Linux environment was
required in order get this job done successfully.
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Secondly we also required access to our mobile phone
so we could use is as a modem and extract KC and TMSI.
However, now we are working on creating our on
Rainbow Tables that will allow us to extract KC and
TMSI without the requirement of access to the mobile
phone.
To generate our own Rainbow Tables for A5/1 we will
use a custom built computer with two GPUs (Graphic
Processing Units), one for table generation and second
for doing look up in the table. Once these tables will be
generated we will be able to decipher any data package
with A5/1 encryption without the need to access the
receiving device.
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